Femtosecond evolution of the pyrrole molecule excited in the near part of its UV spectrum.
The evolution of the isolated pyrrole molecule has been followed after excitation in the 265-217 nm range by using femtosecond time delayed ionization. The transients collected in the whole excitation range show the vanishing of the ionization signal in the femtosecond time scale, caused by the relaxation along a πσ(∗) type state (3s a(1)←π 1a(2)), which is the lowest excited electronic state of the molecule. This surface is dissociative along the NH bond, yielding a 15 ± 3 fs lifetime that reflects the loss of the ionization cross-section induced by the ultrafast wavepacket motion. Although a weak πσ(∗) absorption is detected, the state is mainly reached through internal conversion of the higher bright ππ(∗) transitions, which occurs with a 19 ± 3 fs lifetime. In addition to its resonant excitation, the intense ππ(∗) absorption extending in the 220-190 nm interval is also out-of-resonance populated at energies far to the red from its absorption onset. This coherent adiabatic excitation of the ππ(∗) transition should follow the excitation pulse (coherent population return effect), but instead the system relaxes toward the lower πσ(∗) surface through a conical intersection during the interaction time, leading to the population of πσ(∗) state at wavelengths as long as 265 nm. According to the observed behavior, the time evolution of the system in the full excitation range studied is modeled by a coherent treatment that provides key insights on the photophysical properties of the molecule.